OVERVIEW OF ATLAS.ti 8 WINDOWS

Language English
Instructors Ricardo B. Contreras, PhD, applied cultural anthropologist. Director of the ATLAS.ti Training Center. USA.
Type of course: Online through web-conferencing. 60 minutes.
Requirements: A high speed Internet connection and computer speakers.

Learning Objectives
- Participants will learn about licensing and learning options.
- Participants will learn about the fundamental procedures involved in setting up a project, segmentation and coding, analysis and outputs.

Outline
Introduction and background information: 5 minutes
Demonstration: 45 minutes
Questions & Answers: 10 minutes

1. Introduction to the webinar
2. Background information: history, learning resources and licenses
3. Demonstration
   a. Overview of the interface
   b. Setting up the project: creating the project, adding, commenting and grouping documents.
   c. Segmentation and coding: creating and commenting quotations, coding and organizing the code system.
   d. Networks: second-order and first-order networks
   e. Memos
   f. Interrogation of the data: Queries, word frequency counts, co-occurrences and code frequency counts.
   g. A few words about adding geo documents and importing Twitter, Evernote, reference management software and survey data.

4. Questions & Answers

www.atlasti.com